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Abstract: Load balancing is treated as one of the important mechanisms for 
efficient resource allocation in cloud computing. In future there will appear a 
necessity of fully autonomic distributed systems to address the load balancing 
issues. With reference to this, we proposed a load balancing mechanism called 
Osmosis Load Balancing (OLB). OLB works on the principle of osmosis to 
reschedule the tasks in virtual machines. The solution is based on the Distributed 
Hash Table (DHT) with a chord overlay mechanism. The Chord overlay is used for 
managing bio inspired agents and status of the cloud. By simulation analysis, the 
proposed algorithm has shown better performance in different scenarios, both in 
heterogeneous and homogeneous clouds.  
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1. Introduction 

Cloud computing is treated as one of the emerging trends in distributed computing. 
It has changed the way of computing from small PCs to large data centers [1]. The 
cloud plays a major role in providing services to Internet operating remotely, and 
also provides a cost efficient computation of the requirements. The major services 
of cloud computing to IT industry is providing the infrastructure so it helps the 
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organizations to reduce the cost of installing software and hardware [2, 3]. 
Referable to the immense development in cloud computing, many industries are 
adapting this environment. Thus, it causes some complicated issues in migrating 
resources from industries to cloud computing environment. Load balancing, virtual 
machine migration and server consolidation are the traditional issues which are not 
fully solved up to today. Virtual machine migration handles the virtualization by 
balancing the load over the virtual machines and also allocates an efficient resource 
provisioning over the virtual machines [9-11]. Server consolidation deals with 
efficient utilization of resources by combining the VMs which are residing in the 
initialized servers into a single server. The load on VMs is efficiently managed by a 
load balancing mechanism.  

Load balancing is treated as a very big issue in cloud computing. The even 
distribution of workload over VMs is carried out by load balancing in the cloud. It 
serves to attain to a high client fulfillment and asset usage proportion, henceforth 
enhancing the resource utility and general execution of the framework. This 
mechanism likewise guarantees that each computing resource is dispersed 
productively and decently. As a next step, it anticipates pitfalls of the framework 
which may happen because of imbalance of the load, when single or multiple 
components of a service come up short, load balancing allocates or discards the 
applications of the resources without any fail. In addition, it ensures that each 
computing resource is dispersed proficiently and reasonably. So as to backing on-
demand provisioning, the infrastructure of the cloud is liable to end up extensive 
scale heterogeneous platforms with small providers coinciding with bigger ones 
[20]. This movement will naturally include the improvement of new systems for 
giving completely distributed task allocation. To handle this issue, in this paper we 
introduce a completely distributed VM load balancing that utilizes a bio-inspired 
method to give self-ruler and self-sorted out operation [19]. At the most, our 
solution is focused around ant inspired agents and the load balancing of tasks 
among VMs by taking over the rule of osmosis.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 deals with the study of 
load balancing approaches with respect to the nature inspired. Section 3 discusses 
the OLB model and related algorithms. Section 4 represents the simulation setup. 
Section 5 deals with discussion of the results and finally a conclusion is given in 
Section 6. 

2. Literature review 

R a n d l e s, L a m b and T a l e b-B e n d i a b [4] introduced a nature inspired 
approach called honey bee based load balancing mechanism. The model 
concentrated on server activities for load balancing and the performance of the 
system is improved by an expanded framework. The throughput of the model does 
not impact the system size and it is well suited for the conditions where the service 
requests are more. Z h a n g  and  Z h a n g [5] concentrated on an ant colony 
mechanism which focused on network  hypothesis in a distributed environment. It 
concentrated on small organizations to achieve load balancing [13]. This 
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mechanism is efficient in heterogeneous environments, adaptable to dynamic 
situations and it contains an efficient fault tolerance mechanism. B h a d a n i  and  
C h a u d h a r y [6] has developed a load balancing mechanism based on central 
policy which concentrates on the global state information for load balancing 
decisions. It works well in improving the performance, but is not concentrated on 
the fault tolerance. S t a n o j e v i c  and  S h o r t e n [7] developed a combinational 
approach containing both load balancing and distributed rate limiting  approach. It 
contains an efficient mechanism for cost minimization and allocation of resources 
[12]. S i n g h, K o r u p o l u  and  M o h a p a t r a  [8] implemented VectorDot 
approach for data centers with storage virtualization and server integration.  

3. Osmosis load balancing model  

The Osmosis Load Balancing model (OLB)  reallocates tasks among a set of virtual 
machines keeping in mind the end goal to adjust the load. The load balancing  
procedure is totally decentralized and is underpinned by the ant like agents that are 
executed by data centers on a Chord overlay. Every data center deals with a queue 
and can execute one or more tasks simultaneously with diverse execution qualities. 
We consider that the tasks are non-preemptive, individual and non-divisible. Our 
solution helps both homogeneous and heterogeneous cloud environments: in a 
completely homogeneous situation all tasks have the same prerequisites, and every 
data center is relied upon to have the capacity to execute any task (with the same 
run time execution) [15]. Alternately, in a completely heterogeneous lattice, each 
task has diverse necessities that can be satisfied just by some of the data centers. In 
the following sections we detail the operation of osmosis for cloud environments.  

3.1. Distributed hash table with a chord overlay 

The chord overlay uses the distributed hash table to organize the VMs. The overlay 
is organized with a ring like structure which consists of virtual machines, each VM 
is assigned a unique identifier. Based on their identifier, VMs are organized in 
order. The information of each identifier is maintained in the finger table with the 
addresses of each VM to quickly migrate the task from one VM to another VM for  
a load balancing process [14]. The chord overlay migrates the tasks in VMs with the 
time complexity O(log N). 

3.2. Task execution on local and remote data centers 

The problem of load balancing is defined as distribution of tasks over VMs in an 
equal manner. Here we consider that s data center with VMs has different 
performance [16]. So, the concentration of each VM was given in time to execute 
the whole queue. The concentration of VM is calculated by  
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where T is the set of all allocated tasks, iet is the estimated completion time of each 
task in i seconds, ϑ is the speed of the VM and μ is the maximum number of tasks 
that are currently executed. 

3.3. Ant like agents 

The goal of each VM is to minimize the load on its side and transform the load to 
its neighbors. To fulfil this, the osmosis procedure introduces three types of agents. 
These agents have access to the information like index values of VMs, predecessor 
and successor information of VMs, ability of the VMs to execute the tasks and load 
of the VMs. 

3.3.1. Identification agent 

The main role of the identification agent is to inform the performance 
characteristics and potential of VMs within the ring and data center [18]. The data 
center sends the identification agent to VMs periodically to the predecessors, 
successors, and to the randomly selected VMs. The addresses of predecessors and 
successors of VMs are identified by using the finger table. From Algorithm 1 
(adopted from [21]), it is observed that the agent is assigned a target VM to migrate 
to (it is either a predecessor α, successor β, and the random one γ). The agent 
recognizes the local information about the VMs and performance information and 
subsequently migrates to the target VM, where this information is updated. The 
functionality of the identification agent is based on two factors: on one side, it is to 
identify the information about the load of the VMs and performance  and on the 
other side it has to migrate the loads of VMs by identifying VMs based on load 
calculation. 
 

Algorithm 1. Identification agent 
 
Begin 
Let: η be the current VM; 
Let: τ be the target VM ; 
Let: migrate(τ), function for migration of tasks to VM τ; 

1. χ := η 
2.  ρ := ρη 
3.  δ := perfη 
4. migrate(τ) 
5. if χ = α then 
6.   ρα := ρ 
7.  perfα := δ 
8.  else 
9.  if  χ = β then 
10.  ρβ := ρ 
11.   perfβ := δ 
12.  else 
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13.    γ := ρ 
14.    ργ := ρ 
15.  perfγ := δ 
16.    end if 
17. end if 

End 

3.3.2. Osmosis agent 

The osmosis agent is responsible for migrating the tasks from VMs with higher load 
to VMs with lower load.  Each VM  identifies the osmosis pressure of other VMs 
from time to time by computing the differences between the load of VMs and that 
of each VM n∈{α, β, γ}. The diffusion of the load is  
(2)   .

perVM
n

n
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VM χ is identified as the highest positive rate and it is chosen as a candidate 
for the load balancing process. 

Algorithm 2. Osmosis agent 
Begin 
Input:  Let T be the set of tasks to be migrated , ω be the direction to migrate 

(either α, β, γ), V be the maximum number of allowed VMs in the ring. 
Let: η be the current VM; 
Let: migrate(τ), function for migration of tasks to VM τ; 
Let: next(ω), the following VM in the ω direction; 
Let: execute(t), executes task t on the current VM; 

1. migrate(next(ω)) 
2.  if ω = γ then 
3.   if    then 
4.  ω := α 
5. else 
6. ω := β 
7. end if  
8. end if 
9. while V > 0 then 
10. V := V–1 
11.   if   then 
12.  migrate(next(ω)) 
13.  else 
14.  break 
15. end if 
16. end while 
17.  For all tasks ∈ T do 
18. Execute (t) 
19. End for 

End 
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Algorithm 2 (adapted from [21]) explains an osmosis agent, in which the agent 
is assigned with a set of tasks  and directions given. The agent identifies the target 
VM, it checks the local concentration. If the local concentration of the target VM is 
less than the successor VM, it drops the task and executes the task in the target VM. 
In this regard, the osmosis agent can migrate a number of steps in the ring and 
finally it leads to the load balancing process. 

3.3.3. Relocation agent 
In the data centers, the tasks may be submitted to inappropriate VMs whose profile 
is not suitable to execute the task. The role of the relocation agent is used to 
resubmit the tasks to the queue of  another virtual machine in an appropriate group 
[17]. The relocation agent is explained in Algorithm 3 (adapted from [21]). With 
respect to the osmosis agent, the reallocation mechanism follows the key based 
routing method to directly allocate the VM in an appropriate group. 

Algorithm 3. Relocation agent 
Begin 
Input: Let RA be the list of tasks to be relocated, t - the group of the tasks to 

be reallocated; 
Let: η is the current VM; 
Let: key(ρ), migrate to the first VM in group ρ with key based routing; 
Let: Group (t) returns the tasks within group; 
Let: execute(t), execute the task t on the current VM; 

1. key(tgroup) 
2. for all task ∈ tasks do 
3. execute(task) 
4. End for 

End 

4. Simulation setup 

In this experiment we set up 75 VMs on a chord overlay. The tasks are introduced 
when all the VMs are connected to the overlay. VMs transfer  the concentration of 
the load to the remaining VMs in every 30 seconds, the osmosis is performed in 
every 60 seconds, the reallocation is performed in every 120 seconds on an average. 
A detailed analysis is yet to be carried out on the parameters and left for future 
work. 

4.1. In homogeneous environmnet 
In a homogeneous environment all VMs are grouped into one single group and have 
equal properties and the capability to execute any type of a task with at most one 
task at a time. 

4.2. In heterogeneous environment 
In heterogeneous environment the VMs and tasks have different types of 
characteristics. The executing performance of each VM is different from the other 
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one. Tasks execution time will be different when compared to homogeneous 
environments. 

4.3. Parameters to evaluate the OLB 

The load balancing measurement in the algorithms is calculated by using standard 
deviation. In heterogeneous environments, the  individual VMs standard deviation 
is considered and maximum value of the standard deviation taken into account 
whereas in homogeneous environment the value is calculated for overall VMs. The 
algorithm performance is calculated by the number of tasks migrating from VMs 
that we commonly called task reallocation. 

5. Result analysis 

In this section we are going to deal with the result analysis of the proposed 
algorithm. All the values are concerned with the simulation environment. In Fig. 1, 
we can observe that the standard deviation rapidly converges below 80% in all 
scenarios. It is interesting to observe that the homogeneous one obtains better 
results when compared to heterogeneous environments in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. Load balancing in heterogeneous environment 

In both heterogeneous and homogeneous environments, the model is tested with 25, 
50 and 75 VMs and their standard deviation is measured along with time. The 
obtained results are shown in Figs 1 and 2. 
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Fig. 2. Load balancing in homogeneous environment 

Fig. 3 indicates the scalability of the model which is related to both 
homogeneous and heterogeneous models. Interestingly, the higher value of tasks 
improves the convergence of the standard deviation. In the homogeneous 
environment the migration of tasks is very low when compared with heterogeneous 
environments. 
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Fig. 3. Scalability measurement 
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Fig. 4. Number of task migrations over VMs when the tasks are 20 
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Fig. 5. Number of task migrations over VMs when the tasks are 40 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper we proposed an osmosis mechanism for load balancing of tasks among 
VMs in both homogeneous and heterogeneous environments. The proposed method, 
is helpful to reallocate the tasks  among adjacent VMs with the help of a chord 
overlay.To distribute the information about the VMs, as well as to reallocate the 
tasks, bio-inspired agents are applied. The load balancing algorithm is evaluated in 
both homogeneous and heterogeneous environments. The performance of the 
algorithm is tested by different existing algorithms and it exhibits better results.  
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